Demand More of Your Next-Generation Firewall.

Get intelligence-aware capabilities that encompass your entire network security infrastructure.
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Executive Summary

If application controls and intrusion prevention systems (IPS) are table stakes in the next-generation firewall (NGFW) competition, what else do you put on your requirements list?

This white paper will help network and cybersecurity teams understand the things they can and should demand from NGFWs:

- Built-in high availability and load balancing for operational resilience and handling growing data loads.
- Contextual security that provides fine-grained access control to reduce risk and manage usage.
- Automated, advanced evasion detection that can block and report on the unknown and evolving techniques enabling targeted and persistent threats.
- A unified software platform supporting adaptive network security and flexible deployment of next-generation features with visibility and operational efficiency.
- Intelligence-aware capabilities to leverage the critical data provided by a larger security ecosystem, including SIEM, endpoint protection, sandboxes, and global threat intelligence networks.

These requirements go beyond specific features to encompass the long-term goal: securing the availability and integrity of critical networks as usage grows and threats evolve. Insisting on these capabilities will ensure that your NGFW can keep up with business requirements, clever cybercriminals, and budgetary realities.

Firewall Refreshes

Firewalls are the first and most important line of defense against network threats. They serve diligently at every remote office, at the edge, and in the core/distribution network protecting data centers. And every few years, those legacy installations need an overhaul. Today, aging firewalls need to be retired, replaced by new designs with integrated and expanded features, deployment and control flexibility, and greater scalability and performance. These designs help future-proof your firewall to deal with changing business demands and the expanding threat landscape.

This firewall overhaul is a precious opportunity. For more than a decade, we have lived through the exasperation and cost of managing complex and disjointed firewall rule sets; deploying additional appliances for load balancing, intrusion prevention, VPNs, and threat analysis; and sifting through reams of logs. Now, we can use this experience to demand more intelligence and adaptability from network firewall vendors.
High Availability Under Pressure

Just about every business activity—even a phone call—now relies on the network. Network traffic volumes only have one direction: up. For IP-based security tools like NGFWs to do their job in this environment, they need to be continuously active—highly available and seamlessly scalable.

Some firewalls are designed to “fail open” (permit web traffic on failure) under pressure. If workloads pass a threshold, firewalls can drop traffic (standard firewalls) or stop performing inspections (NGFWs) to keep traffic flowing. This behavior keeps businesses operational, but sacrifices security. Why invest in application control and IPS rules that you can’t count on being enforced?

Alternatively, many enterprises increase capacity and availability through clustering, either using active-passive redundant configurations or using active-active load balancing to dole out traffic to several firewall nodes. Instead of a complex add-on, clustering should be designed in. Specifically, active-active clustering offers the best resource utilization, letting you make full use of your capital investments and add nodes as demand grows. Clustering can ensure that you have available compute resources for high-performance firewall inspections as well as capacity to accommodate expanding traffic.

Within this active-active model, three factors could affect your long-term satisfaction. First, look at the workload balancing model. If separate load balancing components are required, recognize that these extra components add capital expense and operational complexity—usually requiring at least an extra device, management server, and console to maintain and monitor.

Second, look for any limits to node counts. Some systems can only cluster a few nodes. That design forces you to size and pay now for a system that can meet your eventual peak loads, rather than adding nodes as your workloads increase. If all other features are equal, pick a design that can scale to 10 or more nodes.

Third, consider serviceability. What is the maintenance plan for the clustered firewall devices? Load balancing should permit individual nodes to be upgraded or serviced independently. This model means that you should be able to gradually upgrade nodes, effectively running multiple different versions of the firewall code, without degrading inspection quality or disrupting availability. If an individual firewall node fails, the load balancing model should ensure that no traffic has been dropped while redirecting the traffic to another node. This seamless and dynamic design provides for continuous inspection and policy enforcement.

Contextual Security for Refined Access Control

NGFWs include user and application controls as core features. They offer a great advance over block/allow firewall rules. But, once enterprises start experimenting with rules to drive these controls, many have found that user- and application-based rules are still simplistic. They work for major offender applications (such as free file sharing), but may not fit more intricate situations such as the use of LinkedIn. One challenge is that few IT teams have the visibility into users and applications to be completely confident about blocking. They don’t want to appear to be arbitrarily dictating access to applications and then have to deal with support calls from dissatisfied users.

Administrators prefer to apply thresholds, such as the number of times a specific situation occurs within a specific time window or the group or sequence of events. They want to correlate and aggregate events, including events that are collected on different NGFW sensors. This grouping of events and factors provides greater certainty and clarity about activities, from remote VPN use to Internet surfing. Once you start down this path, there’s a lot of value to be derived from this method. For example, the association of inbound and outbound IP addresses may be significant when administrators are concerned about a specific insider threat, botnet, or suspected attacker. All of these contextual control options empower IT to support business while keeping it secure.
Automated, Advanced Protection Against Evolving Tactics

NGFWs layered together reinforce and complement defenses, supporting defense-in-depth best practices. Anti-malware and intrusion prevention help identify and block known malware as well as zero-day threats targeting unpatched vulnerabilities. Generally, these systems use signatures or behavior to identify malicious code. In addition, application controls permit IT to shrink the attack surface by reducing use of risky applications and content. Together, these capabilities represent a significant step forward in edge protection compared to the legacy network firewall. It’s an especially potent combination for protection at remote sites, where policies and protections work together to enhance the organization’s network security strategy.

However, criminals continually invent ways to get past mainstream defenses. Where a few years ago attackers could succeed with investments in encryption and polymorphic malware, today’s most determined and advanced hackers penetrate networks by distributing malicious code in a series of payloads, often obfuscated. Sometimes they send payloads using an assortment of protocols, such as FTP, HTTP, and HTTPS. This extra effort allows code to evade detection by standard signature-matching, protocol-specific, and pattern-detection defenses.

The way to combat these evasive tactics is to normalize the traffic across layers three to seven, tear down and examine the entire data stream, and assemble the parts into a unified whole. Once reassembled, the code can be inspected using signatures and patterns. Combined with the other defenses in a NGFW, this anti-evasion technique represents the leading edge of inline network defenses. If you can obtain these capabilities as part of your NGFW, you can incorporate tomorrow’s mainstream defenses into today’s network.

Unified Software Platform

This range of defenses should be part of a flexible and efficient operational architecture. Network security teams should assess the control and inspection features of NGFWs against their requirements for protection effectiveness and operational efficiency.

For effective security, you will want to be able to implement the most advanced analytics and make full use of all the controls you deploy. If you are hoping to deploy an all-in-one system, be wary of implementations that make you choose between defenses—such as trading off application control for IPS—or those that turn off inspections or other features under peak loads.

Even if you can live with these limitations today or like the flexibility of deploying a firewall/VPN, an NGFW, and an IPS wherever you see fit, a common software architecture for these solutions is desirable. A common platform allows policies and rules to work together to efficiently process traffic, stretching computing resources and teasing out the anomalies. Since your business requirements, network architecture, and risk posture may change quickly, a unified design can help you to respond immediately, adapting firewall configurations without paying the penalties of forklift upgrades.

A unified software platform provides a second benefit: operational efficiency. Years of legacy firewall maintenance has probably sensitized you to the issues of firewall operational complexity. Managing rules, swiveling between administration consoles, integrating data through spreadsheets—all of these day-to-day efforts add up to weeks over the course of a year. As you manage more firewalls in more places, you measure this operational burden in months—and this burden is often carried by a shrinking team.

As you add functionality to the firewall, including functions such as load balancing and VPN, you increase the importance of finding efficiencies. For instance, fine-grained policies should be reusable across firewalls. A centralized policy architecture provides practical ways to build fine-grained and consistent control into your firewall rules.
Integration of your defenses architecturally enables integration of your defenses at a management level, boosting efficiency while opening up situational awareness of network events. The system can correlate and analyze logs for you, present events in a common console, and provide visualizations and analytics that help spotlight trending and breaking events.

Some businesses require IT to manage multiple or distributed domains: for example, for different organizational units or as a managed security service provider (MSSP). In these settings, be sure that you can share common tasks and monitor the situation from a single screen, while maintaining separate logical isolation for each domain. These capabilities are an NGFW benefit as you race to the cloud.

Integration and automation of policies, processes, and tools within a unified software base and architecture represent a critical success factor for harvesting the maximum security value from your next-generation firewalls. You improve the effectiveness of your controls and countermeasures while minimizing operational overhead.

Getting Your Demands Met

Your adoption of NGFWs should bring a substantial increase in the range of protections and controls you can apply to your network. Basic NGFW features such as crude application control provide a starting point for your checklist. However, basic features are just the beginning. You can demand other valuable features: intrusion prevention, contextual rules, advanced evasion analytics, intelligence-aware security controls, secured access control, and high availability.

Beyond features, demand operational performance. Investigate the approach your vendors have taken to providing for present realities: limited skill sets and administrative resources faced with expanding demand and the need for visibility, defensive creativity, and situational awareness. Ask how they will help you adapt to future workloads, optimize resources, and detect and disable the next wave of threat techniques. By asking these questions now, you can protect your investment as well as your network and prevent disappointment, disruption, and unnecessary expenses down the road.

A Connected, Integrated Approach to Security

As important as it is to choose the right NGFW, that choice cannot be made in a vacuum. The reason is simple: no single security component—firewall included—can be counted on to protect the network from the new wave of advanced threats. Persistent and patient attackers will gain access sooner or later.

McAfee Next Generation Firewall’s expanded threat ecosystem accelerates discovery and remediation of advanced threats across large networks, integrating intelligence-aware security controls that leverage information across distributed security solutions, including security information and event management (SIEM), endpoint protection, sandboxes, and global threat intelligence networks.

Integration with SIEM simplifies correlation and de-duplication of logs and alerts. By providing real-time situational awareness and ensuring continuous monitoring and alerting of compliance status, overall security postures are improved while event response times are shortened. Integration with endpoint protection leverages contextual information on users and host systems, providing valuable insight into endpoint security postures. In turn, this enables rapid response to the latest threats and improves operational efficiency.

Integration with threat sandboxing enables real-time protection against rapidly mutating malware and zero-day attacks. Sandboxing offloads detailed inspection of suspect files for rapid threat feedback without impacting network performance, providing enterprises with superior detection against zero-day threats. And finally, reputation intelligence from global threat information networks creates real-time protection against globally active advanced threats and malware.
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